ABSTRACT: Alfred Werner's work on the geometric aspects of how ligands bind to metal ions at the end of the 19th century has given rise, in the molecular realm, to organometallic, bioinorganic, and cluster chemistries. By stitching together organic and inorganic units into crystalline porous metal− organic frameworks (MOFs), the connectivity, spatial arrangement, and geometry of those molecular complexes can now be fixed in space and become directly addressable. The fact that MOFs are porous provides additional space within which molecules can further be transformed and their chemistry controlled. An aspect not available in molecular chemistry but a direct consequence of Werner's analysis of coordination complexes is the ability to have multivariable functionality in MOFs to bring about a continuum of chemical environments, within the repeating order of the framework, from which a substrate can sample and be transformed in ways not possible in molecular complex chemistry.
■ INTRODUCTION
In 1893 Alfred Werner published his seminal work on the spatial arrangement of ligands around metal centers in coordination complexes. 1 Prior to this work coordination complexes had mostly been described by their composition, and proposed models of their structure arrangement in space were inaccurate. 2, 3 The understanding and description of chemical bonding is at the core of the discipline of chemistry and is fundamental not only in the context of chemical reactivity but also with respect to the design of new materials. Following Alfred Werner's discovery there was a rapid development of coordination chemistry aided by the growing understanding of coordinative bonding in the realm of both molecular complexes and extended structures. The progression in these areas is highlighted in Figure 1 . Milestones in the chronological development of metal-complex chemistry and the manifestation of the coordination bond in new directions of synthesis are discussed and their impact on the discovery of metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) elaborated. We show that, by fixing Werner-type complexes into specific spatial arrangements in MOFs, steric and electronic properties can be accessed that otherwise would not be possible without the effects of spatial confinement as in the corresponding discrete complexes. While Werner's original contribution was concerned with entirely inorganic coordination compounds, it was evident that the same principles apply to the coordination of organic ligands to metal ions. As such, coordination chemistry served as a platform for studying metal complexes that entail both inorganic and organic entities. It was found early on that direct bonding of metal ions to carbon in organic ligands leads to organometallic complexes. Here, the structure elucidation of ferrocene marked the beginning of the emerging fields of organometallic chemistry and transition metal catalysis employed in organic transformations (Figure 1, 1952) . 4, 5 A major contributor to progress in this area was discoveries in bioinorganic chemistry, where the structures of the active sites in enzymesmetal ions and clusterswere determined and synthetically modeled (Figure 1, 1972) . 6 The rapid development of transition metal catalysis that followed was largely carried by the elaboration of a detailed mechanistic understanding of the interactions between organic substrates and the metal centers. Such detailed understanding was still lacking for the interactions of organic molecules with traditional inorganic heterogeneous catalysts such as metals or metal oxides. The tools to study the mechanism of catalysis on the surface of solids were limited, and consequently major efforts were devoted to targeting discrete fragments of their structures. A first progression toward this goal was the extension of coordination bonds from neutral donor ligands to charged ligands such as organic carboxylates that often favor the formation of polynuclear clusters (Figure 1, 1926) . 7 Later, polyoxometalate anions were made and studied as discrete analogues of extended metal oxides, commonly employed as catalysts in the petrochemical industry (Figure 1, 1979 ). 8 Similarly, metal−metal bound coordination compounds were synthesized and examined as discrete fragments of metals ( Figure 1, 1964 and 1974) . 9 While the isolation of discrete coordination complexes initially helped in understanding the reactivity observed for conventional solids, the elucidation of the geometric arrangement of atoms inherent to this chemistry simultaneously motivated the development of novel kinds of extended structures as we describe next.
With respect to extended metal−organic structures it should be noted that coordination networks such as "Prussian Blue" had been known since the early 18th century, but their structures remained elusive ( Figure 1, 18th century) . 10 In this respect the discovery of Hofmann clathrates provides another early example. 11 It was found later that the structure of the original Hofmann clathrate is composed entirely of inorganic constituents: Square planar and octahedral Ni 2+ ions linked by cyanide into a 2D square grid. Notably, the axial positions of the octahedral metal ions are occupied by ammonia ligands thus pushing the layers apart and creating voids that are accessible for the inclusion of organic guests. With a better understanding of the geometric aspects of the bonding in coordination chemistry, extended networks could now be targeted rationally. It was found later that the capping ammonia ligands can be replaced by organic diamines thereby connecting the layers into a 3D coordination network ( Figure  1, 1972 ). By employing linkers of different length, the size of the cavity could be modulated, and the clathrates' selectivity be tailored to take up variously sized guest molecules. 12, 13 This control over the metrics of extended structures served as an inspiration for the design of materials that are composed of metal ions linked entirely by organic linkers. Perhaps the synthesis of these coordination networks was further motivated by the fact that crystals of some Werner-type complexes (β-
2+ , Co 2+ ; PIC = 4-picoline, SCN = thiocyanate) were found to take up gases (nitrogen, oxygen, noble gases, and hydrocarbons) into tiny crevices within their crystal structure. However, upon cycling the uptake and release of those gases, the molecular crystals become nonporous as the open space within the solid is progressively filled due to more efficient packing eventually leading to a nonporous arrangement.
14 By connecting coordination complexes through organic linkers, the extended structures of the first coordination networks (also referred to as coordination polymers) were rendered "open" but were still found to be too frail to sustain permanent porosity upon removal of the guests residing within these cavities (Figure 1, 1959) . 15 This limitation can be attributed to two distinct factors: Weak bonding interactions between the linker and the metal centers and the flexibility of the coordination sphere around a single metal node. The use of organic nitrile or pyridine-based neutral N-donor linkers in the first generation of coordination networks yielded structures held together by relatively weak coordination bonds. Moreover, the lack of rigidity in the coordination geometry of the single metal nodes proved detrimental to the networks' architectural stability in the absence of guest molecules.
To address these shortcomings in making permanently porous structures, charged chelating linkers such as carboxylates were employed in linking metal complexes for three reasons: In contrast to the neutral donor-type linkers used in coordination networks, charged linkers offer (i) much stronger bonding to metal ions, (ii) the prospect of neutral frameworks, and (iii) higher architectural stability due to the often observed formation of polynuclear clusters. Such clusters are also referred to as secondary building units (SBUs) in MOF chemistry and serve as anchors, ensuring the stiffness of the local geometry and thus the architectural robustness of the resulting framework. The implementation of this idea started with the report of Co(BTC)(Py) 2 (BTC = 1,3,5-benzene- tricarboxylate, Py = pyridine; Figure 1, 1995) . 16 The structure of Co(BTC)(Py) 2 consists of six-coordinated Co 3+ ions that are linked through the charged carboxylates of deprotonated trimesic acid (H 3 BTC) in the x−y plane and capped by two pyridine ligands. This compound can withstand the removal of the capping pyridine ligands and returns into its pristine structure after treatment with pyridine. The next step in the progression was to apply this chemistry to polynuclear clusters instead of the single metal ions of Co(BTC)(Py) 2 . The first such structure, MOF-2 [Zn 2 (BDC) 2 (H 2 O) 2 ; BDC = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate], is composed of dinuclear Zn 2 (−COO) 4 paddle wheel SBUs that are connected into a 2D square grid through BDC linkers (Figure 1, 1998) . 17 The polynuclear SBUs provide the framework with architectural stability. This is supported by the gas adsorption isotherms measured for MOF-2 which represent the first report of permanent porosity in extended metal−organic solids. Shortly after the discovery of 2D MOFs, the first 3D extended framework, MOF-5 [Zn 4 O(BDC) 3 ], constructed from octahedral Zn 4 O(−COO) 6 SBUs and BDC linkers, was reported ( Figure 1, 1999) . 18 The surface area of MOF-5 constituted the highest reported value for any structure known at the time. Inspired by these reports, the following years saw a rapid development of the chemistry of MOFs, which have come to entail the largest class of synthetic crystalline materials known today. 19, 20 Fundamentally, reticular synthesis of MOFs is based on the understanding of the structure of coordination compounds established by A. Werner. The geometric and metric information encoded in the discrete molecular building units and the directional bonding between them serve as tools for the designed construction of frameworks with desired structure type and pore metrics.
■ RETICULAR SYNTHESIS OF METAL−ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS
The structural diversity of MOFs originates from the large number of accessible coordination geometries of their inorganic SBUs. By judicious choice of organic linkers of well-defined shape and connectivity these SBUs can be linked into extended frameworks of a desired structure type (topology) in a designed fashion. Most frequently, shapepersistent organic molecules with rigid cores and carboxylate binding groups are employed as linkers to realize architecturally stable frameworks.
19, 20 For a given SBU, the connectivity and overall geometry of the organic linkers influence the structure type resulting from their reticulation. This is exemplified by the formation of 0D, 1D, 2D, or 3D structures from the combination of square 4-connected (4-c) paddle wheel SBUs [M 2 (−COO) 4 triphenylamine] is also built form 6-c Zn 4 O(−COO) 6 SBUs and trigonal tritopic linkers but has a pyr topology rather than the qom net of MOF-177, MOF-180, and MOF-200. This is due to the fact that the terminal benzoate groups in TCA can rotate freely and independently around the nitrogen core while in BTB this rotation is restricted by the steric repulsion between the aromatic protons of adjacent phenyl rings of the aryl core.
■ COVALENT AND COORDINATIVE FUNCTIONALIZATION OF THE PORES
The success of coordination chemistry over the last century is rooted in the notion that both structure and reactivity of molecular transition metal complexes can be altered by tailoring their ligands. In MOFs this concept can, for the first time, be translated into the solid state. Both the organic backbone and the SBU can be modified by covalent and coordinative functionalization. 21−23 The isoreticular principle has been introduced above in the context of expansion and contraction of structure metrics. Similarly, isostructural frameworks with additional functional groups appended to the organic linker or the inorganic SBU can be obtained with retention of the frameworks' underlying topology. This strategy is not always amenable in situ (during framework formation) as certain functionalities interfere with the reticulation process, and thus modification of structures is often performed postsynthetically (Figure 3) . 21−24 Organic ligands of molecular coordination complexes can be prepared in multistep syntheses with a precise control over the resulting species. This is due to organic molecules being constructed from strong, directional, covalent bonds that allow for rational retrosynthesis. 25 MOFs serve as a platform for the translation of this concept from molecular solution-based chemistry to crystalline extended solids. An example for a multistep covalent functionalization of the organic backbone of MOFs was illustrated in functionalized IRMOF-74-III [Mg 2 (L-(CH 3 ) (1−x) (L-CH 2 NHBoc) x ; L = 3,3″-dihydroxy-(1,1':4′,1″-terphenyl)-4,4″-dicarboxylic acid], where seven consecutive postsynthetic modifications were carried out to covalently incorporate peptides into the pores of the framework, resembling the active sites of enzymes (Figure 3a) . It was found that such peptide sequences installed in the pores of IRMOF-74-III can carry out highly specific reactions that were previously only observed in the native enzyme. 26 Postsynthetic modification of MOFs is not restricted to covalent alteration of the backbone but can also be affected by coordination of ligands to coordinatively unsaturated metal centers of the SBU or by replacing charged capping ligands. One example is the postsynthetic modification of the SBUs in NU-1000 [Zr 6 (μ 3 -OH/O) 8 This method provides a path to a wide range of functionalized NU-100 analogues and is also applicable to other structures (Figure 3b) . 27−29 Finally, predesigned coordination sites can be introduced in the linker to coordinate metal ions to the organic backbone of the structure, and a number of different motifs have been reported in the literature ranging from Ntype and O-type donor ligands to organometallic complexes. 
■ PRECISE SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT OF LIGANDS IN MOFS
The fact that the MOF backbone is compositionally and metrically defined, as well as ordered throughout the crystal, allows for spatial alignment of functional groups within specific distances. This holds promise for affecting highly specific chemical transformation in the interior of these structures reminiscent of enzymatic transformations in nature. Coordination chemistry as a discipline has contributed tremendously to mimicking natural catalytic processes. In general, these efforts aimed at mimicking the active sites of enzymes; however, in molecular species the spatial confinement responsible for the preorganization of substrates within the enzyme pocket is absent. This latter aspect is difficult to control in small molecular species but easy to achieve within the confined environment of the pores of MOFs. The potential of such preorganization was illustrated for (Fe)MIL-88 (Figure 4a) . 30 When viewed along the hexagonal channels that propagate along the crystallographic c-axis, (Fe)MIL-88 features a trigonal arrangement of the Fe 3+ ions of the 6-c M 3 O(OL) 3 (−COO) 6 SBUs that define a regular triangle (Figure 4b ). The axial ligands on these Fe 3+ ions point toward the center of the channels of the structure. It was reported that terminal ligands bound to those metal centers (OL = OH − , H 2 O) in as-synthesized (Fe)MIL-88 can be postsynthetically exchanged with pyridine linkers, and that upon complete ligand exchange three such pyridine moieties point directly toward each other. This alignment is ideally suited to fix three molecules in the ideal configuration to facilitate trinuclear reactions such as [2 + 2 + 2] cycloadditions. 31 The power of this approach was illustrated by the successful incorporation and trimerization of three different kinds of linker: 4-cyanopyridine, 4-ethynylpyridine, and 4-vinylpyridine. Heating of the ligand exchanged MOF initiates the [2 + 2 + 2] cycloaddition reactions of the incorporated molecules in the pores which leads to the formation of triazine, benzene, and cyclohexane moieties, respectively (Figure 4c−e) . Without the MOF, all three reactions require a specific transition metal catalyst to affect conversion. The fact that no such catalyst is needed within the confines of (Fe)MIL-88 highlights the potential of precise spatial alignment of molecules to facilitate reactions that are otherwise difficult to achieve.
■ APPORTIONING ORGANIC FUNCTIONALITY AND METAL IONS
The metrically defined backbone and the potential for its precision functionalization have endowed MOFs with function that goes beyond what can be achieved in discrete molecular species. An important aspect in this regard is that heterogeneity can be introduced onto the ordered backbone of MOFs to achieve "heterogeneity within order", a feature commonly observed in biological systems but rare in synthetic materials. 32 This natural progression of MOF chemistry allows for the introduction of sequences of functionality onto an ordered array that can code for specific function. Heterogeneity in MOFs can be achieved by mixing linkers of the same geometry and metrics but bearing different functional groups and reticulating these into a single framework. One such example is MTV-MOF-5 [Zn 4 O(X-BDC) 3 , MTV = multivariate], where up to eight derivatives of BDC (X-BDC; X = H, NH 2 , Br, NO 2 , (CH 3 ) 2 , C 4 H 4 , (OC 3 H 5 ) 2 , and (OC 7 H 7 ) 2 ) with different functional groups appended to the aromatic core of the BDC linker are combined within one single MOF structure (Figure 5a) . 33 The challenge in this context is to mitigate phase separation and obtain all different linkers in one framework of pure phase. Since the employed linkers are of the same connectivity, geometry, and metrics they become effectively interchangeable within the framework, a strict prerequisite for the formation of MTV MOFs. Consequently, in the crystal structure, the different linkers cannot be distinguished (crystallographic disorder); however, the overall crystallinity of the parent MOF-5 backbone is fully retained. Based on NMR data the functionalities of the organic linkers are found to be arranged in one of four scenarios (well-mixed, random, small clusters, and large clusters) depending on the type of functionalities and their ratios. 34 Heterogeneity in MOFs can also be introduced by reticulating one organic linker with multiple inorganic SBUs. An example for heterogeneity in frameworks imparted by the SBU is [[(M A ,M B ) 3 (Figure 5b) . 35 This MOF is constructed from [M 3 OL 3 ](−COO) 6 SBUs that can contain multiple different metals. When multiple metal salts are employed in the synthesis of this MOF two different scenarios are observed depending on the chemical nature of the metal ion. In the case where the metal ions that constitute the SBU are of similar ionic radius and electronegativity, the well-mixed scenario (i.e., mixed-metal SBUs) is observed [e.g., [(Fe,-Ni) 3 
■ CLOSING REMARKS
Werner complexes have inspired the coordination chemistry of metal ions with organic ligands in the molecular realm giving rise to bioinorganic, organometallic, and cluster chemistry. This has brought a new level of control over the geometric and electronic properties of molecules. By linking metal complexes into MOFs those properties are translated into infinitely extended crystalline solids to encompass space within which molecules can be further controlled and transformed by taking advantage of the effects of spatial confinement. As a result of stitching complexes into stable extended architectures, it has become possible to access metal-based entities (open-metal sites, polynuclear clusters containing multiple different metals, metals in unusual coordination environments) that cannot be realized without a stabilizing framework. 36−38 The ability to introduce heterogeneity onto the ordered backbone of MOFs makes it possible to create structures featuring a continuum of chemical functionality as opposed to a limited number of defined states. Consequently, substrates that enter the geometrically defined pores of such MTV-MOFs can sample a vast number of chemical environments as opposed to discrete energy levels of conventional porous solids. 39 This concept of heterogeneity within order brings about properties that cannot be attained in both molecular coordination complexes and other classes of extended structures.
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